
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on Hispanic moms’ activities
•• The level of influence of the Hispanic and American cultures in various

aspects of Hispanic moms’ lives
•• How Hispanic moms approach their jobs (if they work) and staying-at-

home (if they are stay-at-home moms)
•• How Hispanic moms approach back-to-school shopping and which factors

influence their purchase decisions when shopping for their children
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Figure 8: Moms’ attitudinal segments, 2021
• Traditional gender roles put weight on Hispanic moms’

shoulders

• Impact of COVID-19 on Hispanic moms
• Immediate impact (2020)
• Short term (2021)
• Recovery (2022-25)
• Hispanic household income prompts Hispanic moms to be

value-oriented
Figure 9: Median household income, by race and Hispanic
origin of householder, 2019
Figure 10: Household income distribution by race and
Hispanic origin of householder, 2019
Figure 11: Hispanic moms’ household income, by employment
status, 2021

• The “next normal” offers opportunities on multiple fronts
• Value, guidance and reassurance reach Hispanic Moms

• Mintel Global Trend Drivers
Figure 12: Mintel Global Trend Drivers

• Identity: leverage family and culture
• Value: challenge current habits
• Rights: respect, protect and support and moms will listen
• Wellbeing: make your case tangibly
• The next normal

• Let’s make a deal: create associations with value
Figure 13: AT&T creative, 2021

• Guiding choice: help moms choose through relevant themes
Figure 14: H-E-B creative, 2021

• Prove it: give Hispanic moms reassurance

• COVID-19 challenged Hispanic moms’ habits on various
fronts

• Hispanic culture is very present in Hispanic moms’ lives
• Working Hispanic moms understand why they work

MARKET FACTORS

MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES AND STRATEGIES – KEY
TAKEAWAYS

MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
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THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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• Stay-at-home Hispanic moms see children and household
as a full-time job

• The importance of brand familiarity grows over time
• Participating in back-to-school shopping is intrinsic to

being a mom

• Constant presence of others disrupted Hispanic moms’
routines
Figure 15: More challenging tasks due to COVID-19, Hispanic
moms vs dads, 2021

• Taking care of children became Hispanic moms’ core
task&nbsp;
Figure 16: TURF analysis – Challenging tasks due to COVID-19,
2021

• Children presented different challenges depending on age
Figure 17: Kid-related tasks more challenging due to
COVID-19, by age of children, 2021

• Moms’ employment situation didn’t make things more
challenging
Figure 18: Kid-related tasks more challenging due to
COVID-19, by employment status, 2021

• Language can be barrier when helping kids with school
work
Figure 19: Moms finding it challenging to help kids with school
work, by language preference, 2021

• Biculturalism is strong in Hispanic moms’ lives
• Hispanic moms are essential to keep Hispanic culture alive
• Cleaning the house
• Family relationships
• Parenthood
• Preparing meals

Figure 20: Cultural influence on Hispanic moms’ daily
activities, 2021

• Younger Hispanic moms are bullish about Hispanic culture
Figure 21: Hispanic cultural influence on Hispanic moms’ daily
activities, by age and language spoken at home, 2021

• Clear goals keep working Hispanic moms going
Figure 22: Working moms’ feelings toward work, 2021

COVID-19 IMPACT ON MOMS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

CULTURE’S INFLUENCE ON HISPANIC MOMS

WORKING MOMS – FEELINGS TOWARD WORK
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Figure 23: Working moms’ feelings toward work, indexed to all
Hispanic moms, 2021

• Spanish-dominant Hispanic moms would welcome more
support
Figure 24: Working moms’ feelings toward work, by language
spoken at home, 2021

• Household income impacts Hispanic moms’ job satisfaction
Figure 25: Working moms’ feelings toward work, by household
income, 2021

• Most stay-at-home Hispanic moms see clear benefits for
doing so
Figure 26: Stay-at-home moms’ feelings toward staying at
home, 2021
Figure 27: Stay-at-home moms’ feelings toward staying at
home, indexed to all Hispanic moms, 2021

• Value and familiarity give brands a head start
Figure 28: Purchase decision influencers, 2021

• The importance of brand familiarity increases with age
Figure 29: Purchase decision influencers, by age, 2021

• Kids’ influence grows with age
Figure 30: Purchase decision influencers, by grade level of
child, 2021

• Hispanic moms want to actively participate in back-to-
school shopping
Figure 31: Back-to-school shopping dynamics, indexed to all
US moms, 2021

• Spanish-dominant Hispanic moms trust school list
Figure 32: Walmart creative, 2021
Figure 33: Back-to-school shopping dynamics – Select
statements, by language spoken at home, 2021

• Sales events appeal to Hispanic moms regardless of
household income
Figure 34: Back-to-school shopping dynamics – Select
statements, by household income, 2021

• Data sources

STAY-AT-HOME MOMS – FEELINGS TOWARD STAYING AT
HOME

PURCHASE DECISION INFLUENCERS

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SHOPPING DYNAMICS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 35: TURF analysis – Challenging tasks due to
COVID-19, 2021

APPENDIX – CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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